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DRINKING FRESH THINKING

Year Round Favorites
Weiss Nix

Weissbier
A classic unfiltered Bavarian-style wheat
beer, with an inviting fruity/ spicy aroma
reminiscent of banana, citrus, and clove.

14 IBUs

5.3% abv

McLovin

Irish Red Ale

Our famous red ale boasts a deep
copper color and smooth, toasty caramel
malt character, with just a touch of
roasted barley in the finish for an
exceptionally easy-drinking pint.
21 IBUs

5.3% abv

Bronze Medal - 2012 World Beer Cup®
Silver Medal - 2014 World Beer Cup®

Woodshed

Oaked IPA

Our flagship beer walks the line
between tradition and invention.
Inviting floral/citrus hop aromas and
vanillin-rich French oak notes accent
this perfectly balanced, distinctive India
pale ale.
65 IBUs

6.5% abv

Mosasaur

IPA

We make gratuitous use of Mosaic hops,
noted for tropical, citrus, and berry fruit
notes in this India pale ale. Bitterness is
mellow, hop flavor is abundant.
68 IBUs

6.9% abv

Honored as one of Top 3 Wisconsin IPAs at the
2017 Wisconsin IPA Fest!

Sister Golden

Kölsch

Crisp and refreshing German-style
golden ale, with classic malt character
and just a kiss of noble hops.
Uncomplicated and easy-drinking.
20 IBUs

4.9% abv

Scaredy Cat

Oatmeal Stout

A hearty and full-bodied dark beer with
rich malt flavors of molasses, cocoa,
caramel, and espresso.
30 IBUs

6.3% abv

Gold Medal - 2016 World Beer Cup®
Silver Medal - 2016 Best of Craft Beer Awards
Bronze Medal - 2018 Best of Craft Beer Awards
Bronze Medal - 2015 Great American Beer
Festival®

Dedication

Abbey 'Extra' Dubbel

Brewed in the tradition of the Trappist
brewing monks of Belgium- featuring
aromas of stone fruit, ginger, anise, & raisins
& a bold, complex depth of malt flavor.
18 IBUs

9.2% abv

Gold Medal - 2016 Best of Craft Beer Awards
Silver Medal - 2018 Best of Craft Beer Awards

Select any of our beers for a sample flight!

Sauk Prairie Originals
Sauk Hop

Pale Ale

We brew this classic old-school pale ale
with 100% local Wisconsin-grown
Cascade, Centennial and Nugget hops,
including hops from our family farms in
rural Sauk County. Mildly hoppy and
well-balanced, taste the local bounty!
38 IBUs

5.7% abv

They’re B
ack!

Cherry Bluff

Fruited Sour Ale
Carefully blended sour ale with a touch
of spice and just the right balance of
juicy sweet/ tart cherry flavor.
14 IBUs

5.6% abv

Butternut Road

MacCloud

with malty notes of toffee, chocolate, and
hazelnut and mild citrus hop aromas.
Named for a beautiful stretch of
meandering country road which some of
us think of as home.

Velvety smooth with mild malt flavors of
hearty brown bread, cocoa, and a subtle
shade of peat smoke. Served on nitrogen.

Brown Ale
Flavorful American-style brown ale

35 IBUs

Coffee Stout

Cold-conditioned on fair trade
Sumatran beans from John Joseph
roasters in Prairie du Sac, this robust
dark ale boasts inviting, distinctive
coffee aromas and a bold, roasty flavor.

5.4% abv

The Lumberyard
Imperial Oaked IPA

This big, burly beast (an oversized riff on
our best-selling 'Woodshed IPA') is
stacked with twice the hops, ridiculous
piles of barley, & heaps upon heaps of oak.
95 IBUs

9.5% abv

5.7% abv

Sauk Ness Monster
Scottish-style Strong Ale

Our Wee Heavy wields an awesome
depth of caramelized malt sweetness,
sneaky strength and a satisfying
full-bodied finish. Keep an eye on the
River- she's out there somewhere!
24 IBUs

16 IBUs

6.4% abv

Higher Grounds

27 IBUs

Smoked Scottish Ale

7.7% abv

Silver Medal - 2011 Great American Beer Festival®

N

ew & Lim
ited Relea
Whiskey
se
Barrel-aged Lumberyard
Barrel-aged Oaked IIPA

An intensely flavorful Woodshed IPA
trifecta! Lumberyard IIPA (imperial
version of Woodshed oaked IPA)

aged 15 months in freshly emptied
barrels of Woodshed whiskey

(custom hop whiskey distilled from
Woodshed IPA).
~11.0% abv

Ask about our to beer to go options

Seasonal&Rotating Brews
Diamond Star Halo

Whippoorwill Wit

Crisp and quenching, tart and tangy
kettle sour with notes of sourdough and
citrus. Serious pucker-power!

Our beautifully light & refreshing
Belgian-style witbier is made with
portions of wheat and oats, & infused
with real orange peel & spice, for a taste
as soft as fluffy clouds on a summer day!

American Kettle Sour Ale

7 IBUs

4.8% abv

11 IBUs

Better Off Red

Hopped-up American Red Ale
Brewed with a careful blend of American
malts and six types of hops that vie for
attention in a high-flying balancing act.
Ask any Badger...you’re better off red.
45 IBUs

6.6% abv

Silver Medal - 2016 Great American Beer Festival®

Tippy Toboggan

Roggen Bock

Brewed with rye, European specialty
malts & Czech Saaz hops, this old-world
bock is a distant cousin to our Weiss bier
and features a similarly fresh fruity
aroma but with a complex nutty/spicy
malt character.
22 IBUs

6.9% abv

Winner of the Bronze Medal in the Other German
Origin Beer category at the 2017 Best of Craft Beer
Awards!

Maximilian

Imperial Stout

Max Stout is our ominously dark, fullbodied stout, with bold & roasty dark malt
flavors & a warming strength that can
melt the chills of a harsh northern winter.
Imperial stouts were once the exclusive
privilege of the Russian czars- with a few
sips you may feel like royalty too!
75 IBUs

9.2% abv

Belgian-style Witbier

5.2% abv

Snowflake 2019
Gruit Sour Ale

New Rele
ase

Our brewers reserve the first brew of
each calendar year for innovation &
creativity- always a unique new beer with
no repeats. This year's one-and-done
'snowflake' beer is a medieval style
Gruit, an un-hopped sour ale with
Mugwort, Heather Tips, and Sweet Gale.
Mildly tart & sweet, a taste of history!
1.056 OG 5.9% abv

Trepidation...

Belgian-style Abbey ale
The “big brother” in our Abbey ale
family. Subtle flavors of mandarin,
pepper, tropical fruit, & vanilla are fused
in a gently warming alcohol heat. Sinfully
smooth for its towering strength.
21 IBUs 10.7% abv

Bocks O-Chocolates
Chocolate Doppelbock

It’s Back
!

This rich and decadent true lager is
lovingly crafted with imported chocolate
malts, Dutch-process cocoa powder
and liquified cocoa nibs for the perfect
chocolate ménage à trois.
24 IBUs 7.2% abv

Join us for a brewery tour
with a beer & cheese pairning!

Seasonal&Rotating Brews
Mach Schnell!

Pilsner

Crafted with Wisconsin barley and
locally-grown German pedigree hops,
this crisp and classic lager honors Old
World tradition with local bounty. An
American pilsner with a German accent!
32 IBUs

5.5% abv

Citra Zen

Juicy IPA

Brisk hop and citrus peel notes accent
this juicy saison IPA hydrid for a
quenching summer crush.
48 IBUs

Pale Ale

Tropical and citrus fruit hop aromas
abound in this American-style pale ale,
bursting with blissful Citra and
Centennial hops.
55 IBUs

ThingamaJuicy

6.4% abv

Schwarzbier

Things our brewmaster learned while a
student in Germany: Bier trinken,
Schwarzfahren. Modeled after the dark
lagers of eastern Germany, this Old
World dark beer offers subtle roasty malt
flavors & a clean finish. Better than a
free ride to Dresden!
29 IBUs

5.2% abv

Ulfberht

Smoked Baltic Porter
This sturdy and potent porter was

forged from a wealth of European
specialty malts & brewed to high strengthsmoky, smooth, dark & dangerous. This
special brew was inspired by the legendary
Viking-era 'Ulfberht' sword and its
painstaking recreation by Wisconsinite
blacksmith/ historian Ric Furrer.

38 IBUs

6.3% abv

30 Point Bock Dunkles Bock

An homage to the famous dark lagers
of Germany, 30 Point Bock boasts an
awesome depth of malt character and a
clean satisfying finish. Great with one of
our juicy burgers, and yes...venison.
23 IBUs

SchwarzFahren

Last Cha
nce

6.7% abv

Square Pig

Rye Pale Ale

This little piggy thumbs its nose at
convention...with a light crisp drinkability
yet plenty of character.
A lavish hop bouquet suggests
grapefruit, nectarine and oak, and its
medium bitterness is accentuated by
rustic, spicy notes of rye malts.
52 IBUs

5.4% abv

NutterFinger Stout

We're honored to partner with Fond du Lac
Brewfest to scale up this years' champion
Best of Show homebrew recipe! Monroe
homebrewer Logan C's ridiculously rich
& decadent creation evokes the nutty
sweetness of the iconic candy bar.
*Caution : Made with real peanuts, chocolate,
and liquified Butterfinger bars!
32 IBUs

5.7% abv

8.5% abv

Follow us on Twitter

@VBCsaukprairie

Barrel-Aged
Hibiscus Saison

Limited Releases

Belgian-style Farmhouse Ale
Inspired by the spice markets of Egypt,
our re-invention of a traditional Belgianstyle farmhouse ale is brewed with
hibiscus flower petals. Mildly tart and
bright pink, with fruity suggestions of
berries and cherry, Hibiscus Saison
finishes dry, crisp & champagne-like.
22 IBUs

6.3% abv

Rhine Heights

Dusseldorf-style Altbier
Our classic altbier has a brisk noble hop
presence and a smooth, well-rounded
malt profile.
42 IBUs

5.6% abv

Silver Medal - 2012 World Beer Cup®

Gotter Otter

Strong Pale Ale

British-inspired

Tough Sledding
Despite its name, this barrel-aged edition of
our 'Tippy Toboggan' Rye Weizen Bock
is all smooth sailing, after spending 10
months resting in fresh bourbon barrels
from Madison's Yahara Bay Distillery. ~9.0%

Dubbloon ‘17
This decadent and spirited vintage edition
of our Dedication abbey strong ale was
brewed in early 2017 and spent a year
resting in a single rum barrel from
Cadenhead Distilleries in Trinidad. ~10.7% abv

Portmanteau 2018

A sublime harmony of grape and grain,
oak and ale, partnership and patience.
Our imperial stout, aged a full year

in 12 year Tawny Port wine barrels

Here's one for the tireless go-getters
helping make the world go around, a
malty rich pale ale accented by choice
UK Fuggles and Kent Golding hops.
Slow down and enjoy!

from our friends at Wollersheim Winery,
transcends to something magical.
In celebration of our 9th (Madison)
and 1st (Sauk City) anniversary,
we raise a toast of gratitude to
our friends and patrons!

51 IBUs

~10.5% abv

6.8% abv

Our Beer to Go
Available in:

- 32oz “crowler” cans
- 1/2 gal "growler" jugs
- 6 pack, 12oz cans New!
(select varieties)

- 22 oz 'bomber' bottles
(limited-release only)

- 5 gal or 15.5 gal kegs

(selections limited & keg reservations required)

Bourbon Barrel Max Stout ‘18

Maximilian is our ominously dark and
massively flavorful Russian Imperial
stout. This version was aged 8 months
in bourbon barrels from Kentucky’s
Heaven Hill Distillery.
~10.7% abv

Guest List
Featured Guest Taps
NOW OPEN

Cider On Tap
Artisan Apple Cider
Mershon's Cidery

Bottles

KITCHEN & TAPROOM

Spotted Cow

803 EAST WASHINGTON AVE IN MADISON

O� T�P H�R�

Corona
KVEIK

Kaliber (NA)

6.5% abv

Hollywood Nights Blonde IPA (GF)
Altbrew

Nordic Farmhouse Style Ale

Amble on

Vienna-style Amber Lager
5.4% abv

Rauch Weizen (smoked wheat ale)

Cans

Go Man Go

PBR

6.3% abv

Miller Lite

Firebrand
5.5% abv

smirk

Hazy IPA Thingy
7.3% abv

fair shakes
Vanilla Milkshake Porter
7.5% abv

O� T�P H�R�

Mango IPA

Select varieties of our beer in

Bud Light
Coors Lite
Hard Cider (GF)
Loon Juice

available Now!

